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… how can some other irreplaceable and singular date, the date of the other, the date for
the other, be deciphered, transcribed, or appropriated? How can I appropriate it for myself?
Or rather, how can I transcribe myself into it? And how can the memory of such a date still
dispose of a future? What date to come do we prepare in such a transcription?
—Jacques Derrida

November 8, 2001
A six-year-old girl
taken from her yard
while a babysitter with
another four-year-old
her parents both at work
in a charming community
after they moved from
after the attacks police
are looking into another
case to decontaminate
since the dark days
twin goals steadfast
effort abroad to save
civilization itself
a collective psyche call
to be on high alert
adding eyes and ears
to the long run battling
the enemy civil defense
their information a cab
driver from Boston
to pick up the trail
on the side of traveling
to be congratulated by
the Queen of the same
terror wave it is presumed
occurred the so-called
exhibit A in the 32year-old Jordanian looms
among other spots
New Years Eve 1999
enthusiasm all the way
to torture selected
to sign off on a
condition of anonymity
radicalized in a suicide
more where they came
from I was told three

men in custody
the arrival a day before
there’s no information
it’s almost business
it’s quite valuable
to suspected players
linking him closely
to the operation itself
sitting in Afghanistan
in custody you haven’t
heard about it if indeed
not indeed once again
a hotel about two three
hours south of separate
elements who don’t know
who they are one kept
the strings all go back
to the same event when
paths cross Mayor Mike
and Al Sharpton shake
hands if the subway is
safe from a terror attack
with James Gandolfini
now playing in selected
theaters at 25% savings
a choice of riding boots
in private practice
speciality groups in top
across 800,000 lives
should care for yours
the circle to build
a better 2002 mayor
elect movers and shakers
in the black community
who ironically may
have cut their support
of black voters a possible
evacuation plan seeking
a shut-down 30 miles
north of New York City

unable to withstand
a look at your weekend
weather our most
extraordinary collection
fabulous from Friday
visit us at the Fur Salon
managers love keeping
America proud to offer
interest-free financing
it’s one way we keep
our biggest designer event
don’t miss closed
captioning tomorrow
in the heart of the
Middle East tomorrow
at 11 one family
in Jordan up-to-date
intercepted by F-16s
entered a no-fly zone
of scrambled jets in
Ogden Utah offered
a New York City reality
in tonight’s March 1995
case of Sarin more than
5,000 seven died rips
through subway security
experts highly vulnerable
to attack right now
a C our subways
simply fail most likely
wall benches and newsstands
to minimize the transit
authorities in Boston
investing millions of
dollars of harmful agents
in the air we asked
the MTA refused
by the end encouraging
news until we should have
been more alarmed

zealous professionals
conducted in 1966
lightbulbs filled with
quote and quote
the experiment was
a success with only
seconds to spare you go
very slowly the public
plays a huge role
in Nightcast weather
with temperatures in
the middle 50s as you can
look at the big number
on the map after a morning
low sun sets at 4:44
settling across the big
draw of cooler fronts
you can see across
Western areas very light
passing showers with
that in mind still kind
of breezy tonight around
kids at the bus stop
tomorrow top out Saturday
look at the beginning of
next week we’ve asked
you to vote for your
favorite Robert De Niro
and Billy Crystal agree
to be turkey wave not
such a big deal no no
this is fun be a part
of it what a great
campaign we’ve got
Rangers versus Islanders
the hatred was back look
at that little dance
across the store for mom
and dad and kids for
the family and juniors

plus through Monday
Veterans Day that’s more
like it spin the globe
all around the world
Siemans to mobile
people to communicate
better it’s your turn
what’s inside furniture
that grows with your child
everything is delivered
fast deferred payments
and now cribs a wicked
game to do to make me
dream of and I with you
experience the all-new
yeah it’s really quite
happy yeah the 10,000
seat arena fantastic when
all the sports brought
to you by the first time
in almost a decade
random acts of violence
in a good way until
tonight best record
wrister in under a minute
off the rebound and
behind the net in the tuke
Robert De Niro 6 to 2
two best point guards
aforementioned kid just
one rebound short of
a career high since
Babe Ruth a free agent
Monday this season
at a local eatery his
charitable foundation
I enjoyed coming back
to pull the trigger
I’m happy if not life
goes on one week from

Tuesday a disastrous
four game losing streak
the offense in gear
this week to bring it
home for them for their
brothers in pinstripes
thank you wear the turkey
suit stay with Nightcast
from trying to protect
Monday at 11 our
nuclear power plants
Ebbits Field a web
of betrayal and deception
Hackman steals a film
by David Mamet in
theaters soon near
you this morning
a great city wakes up
to restaurants and stadiums
and one simple phrase
was repeated again
I love New York more
than ever come soon
to see united very heavy
delays as you get back
to your weekdays at 5 am
the morning rush and
windy by midday
for the evening rush be
sure to check out our
web site and remember
to set your car radio
for Vince Vaughn
see you tomorrow
at Mt. Sinai fantastic
people care that’s more
like it what do I
look like a dummy?

November 9, 2001
Two children and their
mothers escalated out
of control Whitney
police are calling it
intention to hit his
two boys six and nine
after one alleged he
drove around and came
back to hit his girlfriend’s
and police say the man
we are told thank you
from a father Hazel
will be at the command
center 100 detectives
from as far away as
she is at home her father
said she loved me
why would anyone
hitting a homer to beat
the Diamondbacks
wouldn’t come close
from her Spring Lake
home this morning
Anna was found roaming
security guards believe
it was a strong factor
she kept on saying
the toughest meanest
little girl driving
a black 4-door sedan
I wish I did this every
day no money ever
changed hands live
in Spring Lake happy
she’s back thank you
anti-Taliban forces if
Mazar-i-Sharif could signal
a big crack with access

to an airfield that you
otherwise would not live
in Oman good evening
from Jordan trying
to set the standard in
the land King Abdullah
left open support
not an easy position
in fact Friday is prayer
day while the city is off
in London grumbling
but Americans are free
by supporting required
the faithful are pretty
good at backlash from
his neglect but not all
felt the same way
her son an employee
no touch of humanity
if Bin Laden took down
the Palestinian cause
and the deeds to houses
in Haifa I never asked
it’s worth noting of
the 5 million including
the Prince live in Oman
where already protestors
are under control
and facing police
permitted the discussion
just across the border
here the royal family
moving into Ramadan
a judge settles New York
goes on high alert
hi David get ready
for some big changes
with the Fur Salon
of your winter dreams
own most 35% to 50%

off sumptuous sables
35% to 50% visit us
the last time you played
golf in Miami tonight
I ask you to take the sins
of my family into your
mother and honor and
family and loyalty
on DVD and warm up
to moms dads and kids
get the lowest on all
moms and bonus buys
going on now that’s more
like it the clean up
begins after trace amounts
in rolling health reports
feel those findings
are at very low risk
at the postal union center
more National Guardsmen
will decide how troops
are deployed to increase
security some of them
to prevent massive
for the many world
diplomats there’s also
the Veterans Day parade
leave the cars at home
they’re safe they’re fun
they’re fast from 5th Avenue
to a new commissioner
in the wake he planned
to reconsider to decline
the hardest decision
I’ve ever made in my life
he’s considering other
fields in the hands of
former mayor Koch
perfect timing after
the memorial in thoughts

and prayers with David
the weekend is off
especially in the Bronx
out on Long Island
look at our neighbors
officially no sunrise
tomorrow the sun sets
across most of the country
in a large part of the
region a lot of sunshine
on the rollercoaster
again by Sunday and
factor in some winds
let’s bundle up Peekskill
for a high here’s
the difference between
Saturday and partly sunny
I just wanted to say
when will we ever see
bruising ice highlights
when we come back
you’re watching part
of the market watch
brought to you by
I think it’s time to stay
diversified this morning
a great city woke up
to crowded streets and
restaurants and one
simple phrase repeated
I love New York
we love New York now
you’ll see it too closed
captioning Monday
words not equipped
to stop and now with
the fact that his head
was still attached
a minor miracle
if you don’t remember

absolutely suckering him
with the elbow many
predicted retaliation
it actually continued
pounding him the fivefinger sandwich and no
they don’t have plans
that produced Curly Neal
why am I yelling
he had 18 from beyond
the now two and four
smiling student Jordan
hits two and four across
from his mentor this week
he’ll try to defeat him
in 1977 he signed a tooslow under his tutelage
it is real fortunate
to have my first head
opportunity I’ll never
forget that this Sunday
morning as we hit
yours truly I think
some tears will be shed
let’s party down
we’re not talking about
the ultimate driving machine
couldn’t be easier and
we’ll make your first
payment at Mt. Sinai
extraordinary minds in
cardiac organ transplantation
elements warm up
for mom dad and
the whole family for
men women and juniors
casual boots now that’s
more like it the Changs
love to travel an avid
like 800,000 others

the circle continues
to grow filling your need
for information or
knowing you won’t
feel sore every mom
knows the difference
a good time to hit
many states here
in New York 30 cents
less than a year ago
scaffolding arrived today
from Wayne New Jersey
on Nov. 28 what truly is
I remember it well
but the war on terrorism
behind France England
and Germany as interpols
hunt one by one
the information network
is really value-sized
tonight Broadway’s
back in business and
every night the most
amazing feeling
an absolute knockout
a little chilly around
60 degrees and what’s
that web site address
another snuggle alert
for the Friday low
spin the globe all around
the world Seimens
is giving them power
to live better if you
don’t quit shopping
for the finest collection
of brands at New York’s
for 90 years we’re not
about to stop now
we’ll be there

November 10, 2001
Any government that
rejects this principle
and mayor Guiliani
extends an olive branch
live from the information
center in New York
the city’s top boss decided
to hope that this helps
the mayor announced
17 of New York’s finest
fisticuffs leading a
handful of police officers
the DA has dropped
all charges out of concern
for pain and certainly
wishes a fine gesture
one case that will not
be dropped involved
some of the firefighters
felt the arrests were
unworthy everyone
has a stake in the war
after a key meeting
pledge of $1 billion
in aid to that country
to be with the appeal
to nations hoping
the threat will pass them
by Osama bin Laden
will use biological
chemical and nuclear
weapons as soon as
any government will
know the consequences
after capturing the city
rebel forces are heading
and call United Nations
leader Kofi Annan

a criminal brings major
traffic changes with
him tomorrow as well
as here are the areas
on 44th St. and 63rd St.
in the anthrax runs
in Washington D.C.
the health threat minimal
investigators believe
that trace amounts
in contact with tainted
letters prevent delays
caused by anthrax scares
a big role in her safe
return seen wearing
a beige fishing cap
after a deadly car crash
police say he hit the
wrong vehicle today
I looked up and he was
coming right from the car
it was like a nightmare
one of the heroes
of the counterculture
by riding an old schoolbus
looking for enlightenment
starring Jack Nicholson
was 66 years old whose
daughter presents the Pope
for a good cause not
a drop of rain in
the forecast the right
way to invest this
team approach under
all conditions a charmed
charmed life it’s simple
more than ecstasy
you know I live
last winter he told our
travel agent real clear

calls which is great
for us with every minute
every day setting new
standards every day
extraordinary minds
invasive possibilities
to hold steady keep
your eye on the target
a somber service held
in Sunset Park Brooklyn
and she got to sit next
to director Spike Lee
when Michael Jordan hit
the floor to the Pope
today with a helmet of
the FDNY’s fallen
chaplain and up next
to ease frustrations of
subway riders tied up
to see where are all
the craps tables filling
your need for information
helping you make
a difference when
was the last time you
got together in Miami
for 90 years we’re not
about to stop now
we’re proud to offer
interest-free to keep
America shopping lately
it’s difficult because how
do you really know
I’m getting the best
possible price brought
to you by relief
for subway riders
moving forward with
suspected reports of
bioterrorism may help

and I think waiting
on a train for 40 minutes
under the plan 24 cops
instead of Hazmat teams
will relieve some of
the burden to people
an average of nine reports
while nerve-wracking
anything dangerous comes
on the heels to add
in an ongoing fashion
on a number living
but officials stress it’s
pretty cold out there
we go outside now
we have folks the city
was very crowded
because of the possible
frozen zones and
the barometer holding
steady down in SoHo
and Great Hills a big
difference back across
the Hudson Valley
a little above normal
the drought stretch is
the Delaware River itself
to try and endure before
the clouds and showers
we have are going
to stay strong gusty
winds of 30s tomorrow
very windy but it won’t
feel like it on into
the middle portion
of a drop of rain
it’s not going to snow
for the 6th annual
O’Hara Foundation
all proceeds go to help

the diversion of sorts
had been sports
the boos were heard
much more when we
come right back why do
opposites attract reinvented
so faster sleeker better
see your local dealer
150 peak horsepower or
100,000 mile barn burner
even a chair only $392
it’s a knockout without
a modem you’re always
connected with it watch
and we’ll talk about
tomorrow morning on
Jets tailgate some very
serious issues they’re
just not that talented
the rookie like he’s not
even there you know
it’s bad when now two
and five a difference
the best start in franchise
history his teammate
from downtown and now
make it four down three
but he banks four in
a row here to ice it
in the third not exactly
panic time in the second
in front of the deflection
has it has it between
eight fighting majors
he would beat and
Madden was what
a bizarre finish inside
the 10 and look at
the big fella by a final
of Rutgers in the last

two weeks and finally
let’s go apple picking
we say take the Chiefs
and the points Big Blue
is due let’s not forget
in just a few minutes
a time to look inside
and it was not pretty
that’s when they start
throwing out the clichés
keep it tuned in you’re
watching the war on
terrorism heats up
to France England
and Germany plot out
the arrests on the terror
part of the information
network if it has plenty
of room for introducing
life is getting better
with one call to find
out about business
with choice without
a referral call and find
out the circle continues
to grow this morning
a great city woke
millions of people
crowded streets theaters
and one simple phrase
more than ever come
and see New York
and you’ll say it
take a look at chilly
stuff as a matter of fact
thank you sports wrap
is coming up next

November 11, 2001
President Bush speaks
to victims of the World
Trade Center attack
in an emotional afternoon
President Bush joins
other dignitaries at
ground zero exactly
two months his goal
to make the world
take him seriously
again today the evil
doers have roused
to show his delight that
another Republican
the two men talked
today Bloomberg said
the more committed
he becomes the victims
pledging never to forget
the terrible loss
a somber Bush when he
didn’t speak but 5,000
at ground zero with
the President in New York
Vice President Cheney
at the tomb of the unknown
soldier working from
an undisclosed location
the playing of taps
and Amtrak announced
a special discount
around veterans parades
a new wave of patriotism
the mayor remembered
why we’re Americans
very united in the memory
of victims who gave
their lives defending

our country including
two other towns
the black granite wall
filled with the names
in addition to Veterans Day
all government offices
banks have the option
to stay open in New Jersey
a regular weekday schedule
tonight the ban lifted
at the Holland Tunnel
we visited one of those
restaurants that since
Sept. 11 to crews at
ground zero between
3 to 7 thousand meals
it’s been very hard
uptown you wouldn’t
know anything happened
the city has decided
city officials hope
some of the commuters
will help the SOV ban
lifted to the skies of
Afghanistan and rebel
forces claim the homefront bin Laden’s claim
to have nuclear guards
are working 12-hour
days when it comes to
the tarmac and unsearched
employees to protect
Mayor-elect Bloomberg
has tapped the former
Marine today we’re
here to remember during
the entire administration
Bernie showed us
there is always room
as the head of security

carrying a cash register
in that scuffle a dedicated
group of runners relay
a flag as a matter of fact
the ultimate driving
machine by November 30
and we’ll make your
first payment how fast
you’re always connected
from audiences flocking
every night on an evening
of pure joy and meet
the show Jeffrey Lyons
called a dream come true
get your tickets today
the new Nissans are here
want more plus triple A’s
offer ends the smoky blaze
at 8th Ave. and 55th St.
but all minor injuries
to pay tribute to 12
black firefighters who
lost their lives it’s been
so devastating and former
mayor David Dinkins
after running the American
flag nearly 4,000 miles
from Boston where two
of the hijacked flights
began to LA where both
were supposed to land
in Oklahoma City
some go 20 to 30 miles
a day others go one
for others it’s personal
and what they found
along the way
particularly in the heartland what the stars
and stripes represent

I know can’t see too
many of these stories
so forecast sunny
afternoons tall proud
and white and blue
the relative humidity
and when the wind dies
down a cold occurred
after midnight that
has been the main story
just six one-hundredths
of an inch for November
the northwest sections
of New Jersey should be
reducing water consumption
to another level in much
of their upcoming
week but tomorrow
the gradient back across
sunshine forecast friendly
during the day Wednesday
and while we have it
we’re in the ballpark
a sunny day for the Jets
a top-five movie rundown
total savings of legendary
mink and fox originally
marked prices visit us
it’s the same old thing
I’m suffocating ok
freedom of America’s
best warranty plan
open a checking account
whenever you need us
the right relationship
is everything pop
the cork fingers snapping
life is good let’s live
for the wonder of it all
with 130 Starbucks

not about to stop now
to help keep America
rolling forward but one
lucky movie audience
rubbed elbows with
Robin Williams it could
be the biggest speaking
of other little children
the $100 million mark
dropped to number 3
and stole what the Yankees
could not do in Arizona
saved by zero saved
for 36 months for
a limited time only
you hate the thermometer
with long-term bonds
I find attractive and not
driven by commission
this morning a great city
woke up to a great day
in streets theaters and
one simple phrase now
more than ever come
see its finest hours
with the founder
a fine day to take home
for the holidays plus
0% to see your dad
no thanks it gives me gas
closed captioning provided
let’s just tell the truth
there are two winners
in which Michael Strahan
in another example of
why the record book
on 4th and goal because
the Eagles in the third
absolutely dominating
the reemergence including

the defense waltzing in
when it was over what
I did last was told them
when the buses leave
so obviously I think
we showed up today
to continue within that
we pick it up thanks
to this 56 seconds off
missing 21 of 26
at this point he’s not
the same forecast with
so-called professionals
because there are so many
styles to choose from
spin the globe all around
the world diagnostics
we’re doing our part
to help people tonight
into your merciful heart
I’ve got no room
for honor and family
the complete second
season filling an amber
bottle or time knowing
you won’t feel sore
so does one pharmacy
from the slightest attack
Monday at 11 for your
24-hour forecast cooking
up the mid-afternoon
in the heart of the Middle
East go undercover
see how it is with people
who really make you
smile when you’ll always
find more selection
to make your family
happy when you’re ready
that’s more like it

